RAF2017

SECOND ANNOUNCEMENT

Dear Colleague,
We announce the second Radio Astronomy Forum (RAF2017) will be
convened as scheduled during September 24-27, 2017. This forum is
organized jointly by the National Astronomical Observatories of Chinese
Academy of Sciences and the Qiannan Government of Buyi and Miao
Ethnic Autonomous Prefecture, Guizhou Province. The conference hotel
and venue is located in Hanglong, Xingchen Tianyuan Grand Hotel, Kedu
Town, Pingtang County, Guizhou, China (贵州省平塘县克度镇·航龙·星辰天
缘大酒店).
Due to a distance of about 150 km between the airport and the hotel,
we would like to draw your attention to your travel. Please book air flights
to be arrived in Guiyang Longdongbao International Airport (KWE, 贵阳龙
洞堡国际机场) during the suggested time 10:00—19:00 on Sept.24, the
check-in day. Recommended departure time of air flights leaving Guiyang
airport is after 17:00 on Sept. 27 and in the morning of Sept.28. To help the
LOC organizes the long-distance transportation between the airport/train
station and the conference hotel, and vice versa, could you please update
your arrival and departure flights and dates on the registration data table or
simply email LOC when appropriate..
Conference fee is suggested to be pre-paid through our bank accounts
provided on the forum web. Note: Chinese scholars 2000RMB, students
1000RMB, foreign guests 280USD. On-site payment is available for cash，
Chinese UnionPay cards (银联卡) and international Visa/Master cards.
The detailed meeting schedule will be available on web soon. For those
whose talk title and abstract are still missing, please update, otherwise SOC
will not reserve a time. For poster contributions, a suggested poster size is
900 mm x 1200 mm.
For any questions about flights and accommodations, please feel free
to inquire LOC. Kindly remind that an umbrella might be useful because of
the humid weather in Guizhou. You may check the weather forecast at:
https://weather.com/weather/tenday/l/CHGZ1123:1:CH
We look forward to seeing you in Hanglong for the coming conference.
LOC
On behalf of the RAF2017

